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I. Introduction .' 

The PDP-11 is a 16-bit small computer. It operateson·bytes (8 bits) 
or v.Tords (16 bits). The memory is byte addre ssal)le, to a m?lximum 
of 65536 byte s ... Instruct ion s are one, -tt"O, or three byte s (8, 16, 24 ' 
bits) • This' memo describes the processor registers, the memory 
r~fer~rice instruction addressing and the five groups of machine 
instruct ion s - memory reference, opera-te, conditional jump, add -to 
register and external. 

II. Processor Registers 

The PDP-11 has 8 16-bit hardware registers. 

Prior to each instruction, the program counter contains the address 
of the instruction. During the execution it contains Ithe address of 
the next instruction-;- The program counter itself is ~ddressable at 
(177776)8. . 

- ;~,', ',. ,< 1/ / / " ,,' , ; i ,/ ! / / / / / / / :',' :' ; ! 

B. Statl:1s Register -~'-.. "--PRTY '-'-'~/:(:>~r'z--I-N1L'l1'/;//l ','j/'//,'/'," .... ,I 

:-s I"2 L.//~:,,-o- -g-lJ.1l.·ii I;.i-<...LI_ .. :.. __ J.LLLL.-"--,-LJ--:" 

Bits 15 through 12 of the status register conta~n the current process.or 
priority. Bits 10 through 8 contain the condit~on codes. Bit 11 'is 
unused and v7il1 alv.7ays be zero if examined. Bit.s 7-0 may not be 

.. referenced. I 

1. Condition Codes 

Bits 10 through 8 of, -the status register are called the condition 
codes. They are set according to the results of most instructions. 
L (bit 8) is corrrplero~ilted as a result of carry' out from the adder. 
N (bit- 9) is set (reset) if the result of an arithmetic instruction 
is negative (non-negative), Z (bit 10) is set (reset) if the result 
of an arithrneticoperation is zero (non-zero). 

2. Priority 

Bit's 15 through 12 of the status register determine the priority of 
the currently running program as a binary number from 0 to (17)8. 

C. Accumulator, r 
.... 1-.-5~---

-----.--.. ---.. '-.-~.J . 
AC 

o 
This register is used both as an operand and as the result register 
for mos·t arithrnetic instructiQns. In addition to being implicitly 
addressed by these instructions, it also may be exalicitly addressed 
at location (177772)8. I 

D. X-Register 

The X-Register is used to provide a hardv-7are push dOVln list facility. 
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I:tmay also be employed as a general index register. It is incre
mented by two during the subroutine call instruction and decremented 
by tV-TO during the subroutine return. It is ,also incremGnted and 
decremented by the ATX ihstruc'cion to provide reentrant subroutines •. 
It may be explic.itly addressed at (177766)8. 

E. -., Y-Reqister r --""-.. ,.----. -~--'----~-.--.----~ 
ts -------d 

cThis register is used for subroutine argument communication and as a 
general 'index regist.er. For subroutine communication, it).s set to 

." 

the return address by the subroutine calling instruction. The Y-register 
may also be explicitly addressed at (177770)8. 

r----, .. ----.-------------.. - ..... --------- ---..., 

F. "Hini" Reqisters MO 

Ml 
~---------~----------------------------"--,--

M2 

The "mini" registers are tJ~;;- hardvlare l6-bi't- register:;·--~~'d- by---~e 
program as temporary storage.---They are normally addre~sed in the 
"mini" mode de scr ibedbe lor,,; in Section III. In addition, r.1f~, Ml, M2 
may be explicitly addressed at (177760)8, <'177762)8, (177764)8, 

respectively. . '. ~ w-t ~ p~: 
II~. Memory R~f~rence Instruction Addre ssi12.9:. I 

~~-')T'~ll ~J·_·-······_~ __ =-·I-···_-· J 
Each memory reference instruction consists of one, two or three bytes. 
The first byte is called the' ins-truction by-t.e. Successive/'bytes', if 
any, contain -either address information or data. The operation code 
(OP) is in the range of ¢ through (14)8. The mode bits 0'1) determine 
the address computation. The deferred bit (D) specifies whether the 
address is to be deferred one level indirectl~. 

A. Relative Addressing ~~-------r.).J.?o ~\ _______ ~_.~_ .. _________ I 
The 2's complement offset P is added to the program counter to form 
an effective address v-lhich is in the range (-200, +177) relative to 
the program counter. 

B. Page ¢ Addressing ,- OP jl01 _-l-,ID..,-!-.lo..,-,~'--I' ____ p ___ -------r 
LIS' 17 1."1: 9,18 7 6 ---1 

P is used to form an address in the ~ange (0, 177). 

~Full Addressing' 

Q is taJeen as a 
deferred. 
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. 'J .AA " 

D. Immediate Addressing r-ll-.===O_'--'P~~~-,;--""'-.-l:@ ___ 0;-1_]_.0_J;::.--l-7"J11!:: ~.-:-. ____ -.lL-_-_-_-_-_-~ .... _---_-==_. ~ 
15 12~ 9 U-

The operand is taken directly from the byte or wordfollov7ing the 
instruction byte. The operand is a bytpor a v.iord depending on the 
operation code (see Section IV). This addressing mode may not be 

c. .,. deferred. l 

~1:eJ~ E. "Bini" Addressing 

The effective address before deferral is M¢, Ml, M2 depending on 
whether }1R is 0, 1, 2 respectively. If D is set, an ffautoincrement" 
is added to the mini register to determine the effective address. 
This new effective address also replaces the contents of the' mini 
register. The autoipcrement is ~, 1 or 2 depending on the instruction 
(see Section IV). 

F. External Addressi!l9: ~jP 

it: 
In this mode, the high order 9 bits of 
deferral are all ones. Thelnw--->OTue-r-

. range before def~rra1 is 7600-1 

the effective address before 
bit~ are P. Thus the address 

Input/output and external 
area - thus the external 
external references in a two 

! 

~AjJ ·devicesaretypical1yass1 ih this 
~\vv '1 addressing modeal10'"IJs input/output or 

~fIv.l byte instruction. 

G. X-Indexed Ad.dres~ing [ QP:: I 110 TiS] : P 
15 . . -n-t,.~9-Lg . 7----

The e>ffective address before deferral is the sum of the 2' s complement 
number P and the contents of the X-register. This provides a range 
of (-200, +177) relative to the contents of X. 

H. Y-Indexed Addressing I OP 
15 

I 111 LD I 
In""1--~r n----. p 

The effective address, before deferral, is the sum of the 2's complement 
number P and the contents of the Y-register. This provides a range 
of (-200, +177) relative to the contents of Y. 

IV. Hemory Reference Instruction GrouR 

A. ~010 <1~ M I!I 
The effective byte is loaded i~to biEs 7 throu~h 0 of the accumulator. 
The high order bit of the ecfective byte is extended through bits 15-8 
of the accumula-tor.L is not e-cfected. N is set to bit 15 of the 
effective byte. Z is set to one (zero) if the effective byte is zero 
(non-zero). The autoincrement is one. 7 

B. Load Nord (LD:rv) -

The effective v.7ord is loaded' into the accumulator. L is not changed. 
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N is.set to bit 15 of the effective word. 
if the effective ",70rd is zero (non--zero). 

Z is set to one (zero) 
The autoincrement is tvlO. 

C. Store Byte (STB) I a..,..~.--o_o_o_" ----;~r-1 ....... 3~ 
The con·tents of accumulator bits 7 through 0 are stored in the 
effective byte. The condition codes are not affected. The auto~ 
increment is one. 4> 

D. Store ~Nord (3Ti,,\1) ~1~r-0_ol_1 ___ 4 ...... 1.~3_"H---r-ll......,g'T""'] 
The contents of the accumulator are stored in the effective word. 
The condition codes are not affected~ The autoincrement is two. 

E. Add Byte (ADB} " ~6' ~3 !v1 ,! lDr 
Lr--~~--------~3 I ~ 

," 

The effective byte is treated as a 2's complement 8-bit quantity 
and "added, vlith sign extended, to the contents of the accumulator. 
L is complementedif-t-he oper-ation causes a carry out 6f bit zero of' 
the adder. N is set to the high order bit of the resu~t. Z is set to 
one (zero) if the result is zero (non-zero). The autoincrement is one. 

10001 
7 

The effective vIord is added to the contents of ithe accumulator. L 
is complemented if th.e "operation causes a carry out of bit zero of 
the adder. N' is set to the high order bit of ~he result. Z is set" 
to one (zero) if the result is zero (non-zero). The autoincr~ment is 
two. / 

G. COIDEClre Byte (CPB) I ~100 41: M :Igi 
The 2's complement of the accumulator and the "effective byte are 
added ,together. The eff~ctive byte is treated as a 2's complement 
8-bit quantity. The result is not stored in any register, but is used 
to set the condition codes. L is complemented if the operation causes 
.a carry out- of bit zero' of the adder. N is set to the high order bit 
of the result. Z is set to one (zero) if the result is zero (non-zero). 
The autoincrement is one.' 

!:I. Compare \.vord (Cpv'n I 0101 
7 

I M lEJ 
4 3 1 0 

The 2's complement of the accumulator and the effective word are added 
together. The result is no·t stored in any register, but is used to 
set the condition codes. L is complemented if the operation causes a 
carry out of bit zero of the adder. N is set to the high order bit of 
the result. Z is set to one (zero) if the result ~s zero (~on-zero). 
The autoincrement is ttvo. 
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I. And Byte (ANB) 10110 I M 10] 
~7--------~4~3~~~I~O~' 

,,' 

Trie effective by-teis anded to the contents of the accumulator 
,bits 7 through 0 • Bits 15 through 8 of the accumulator are no·t 
affected. L is n,ot changed. N is set to the _ sign of the accumulator. 
Z is set to one (zero} if the accumulator is zero '(non-zero) 'after 
the operation. The autoincrement is one. 

J. And ~r1ord (.ANvn lOlll ' I M ,ID I 
743 I a 

The a£fective vlord is anded to the contents of the accumulator. L 
is not changed. N is set to one (zero) if the result is negative 
(non-negative). Z is set to one (zero) if the result is zero (non
zero). The autoincrement is t~!JO. 

K. Increment (INC) 11010 f H I~ 
~~------~4'~~ 

The affective word is incremented by one. L is complemented if the 
~ operation causes a carry out of bit zero of the a, dder. N is set 

1 to the high 'order bit of the result., Z is set to one (zero) if the 
result is zero, (non-zero). The autoincrement is t't10. 

L. Jump (JMP) l1100 
7 

The effective address replaces the contents of the program coun-ter. 
The'condition codes are not affected. The autoinc~ement is zero. 

M. Jump to Subroutine (JSR) J~--<t~~)~J . 
/ 

T'he program counter is stored in the vJord vvhich has the address 
specified by the contents of the X-register. The X register is then 
incremented by tTtJo. The old program counter is also stored in the 
Y-register. The ~ffective address then replaces the contents of the 
program counter. The cono.ition codes are not affected. The auto
increment is zero. 

V. Operate Instruction Group 

A. No Operation (NOP) Cf,l J._ 1 1 
4 

I 0 0 0 01 
3" () 

The program counter is advanced one byte. The condiJcion codes are 
nob changed. 

(~ •. Increment Accumulator (L'l.C} ~!~ ~ 0 o~J 
The accumulator is incremented by one II Lis cOIU!.)lemented if -the 

__ operation causes a carry out of bit zero of the adder. 11 is set 
to the high order bit of the result. Z is set to one (zero) if the 
result is zero (non-zero). 
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( eM", ) G_ 1-,"1- !l 1'0 0 1. oo ... I·~1 C. Complement Accumulator ~ ~ _ _ __~ 
~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~ 7, 3 

The' contents of the accumulator are replaced by the ones complement 
of the original content s.' The L bit is not affected.' N is set to 
the high order bit of the result. Z is set to one (zero) if the 
result "is zero (non-zero). ~ 

D. t-legate (NEG) [l} 1 1 I 0 0 1 ,'1 J 
, , 7 4 30 

The two's complement of the accumulator replaces the original 
accumulator contents. L is complemented if the original contents 
of the accumulator are zero. N is·set to the high order ,bit of 
the result. Z is set to, one (zero) if the result is zero (non-zero). 

E. Clear Accumulator (CLA-) 11 III I 0 1 0 0 
743 0 

The contents of the accumulator are set to zero. L is not affected. 
N is set to zero and Z is set to one. 

I 
....-

i~ Plus Accumulator ~POA~ 1 1 1 1 I 0 1 0 F. One to I 
7 4 3 0 

The accumulator is set to plus one. L is not effected. Both N and 
Z are set to zero. 

G. Minus One to Accumulator (~OA~ [ ~ 1 1 ! J .~~~) 
The accumulator is set to minus one. L is not:. aff,ected. N is 'set 
to one and Z is set to zero. i' 

.' 

H. Clear Accumulator and Complement Link (CLC) O;=llll--o-1'-11~! 
743 0 

The accumulator is cleared and the L bit is complemented. Nand Z 
are set to zero. 

--~ 

I. Rotate Accumulator Right (RAR) , L_~".~~_~~_t_~~~_~._?_J 
743 0 

The L bit a~d the accumulator are treated as a single 17 bit 
register. The conbination is rotated right one bit position 
into accumulator bit 15 and accumulator bit ¢ goes into L) . 
to the high order bit of the result. Z is set to one (?ero) 
result is zero (non-zero)~ 

I 

J ; Rotate Accumulator Left, (PAL) _ ['"i---l 1 1--r i 0' 0 1 ; 
7 4 3 0-1 

circular 
(L goes 
N is set 
if the 

. 

The L bit and the accumulator are treated as a single 17 bit register. 
The combination is rotated left one bit position (L goes to accu.rnulai:or 
bit ¢ and accumulator bit 15 goes to L). N is set to the high orc...:::r 
bit of the' result. Z is ~et to one (zero) if the result is zero 
(non-zero), 
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7 4 
K. Clear Lin1< (eLL) 1 111 

L is set to zero. : N a~d Z are not affected. 

The' L 

L. COlnplemEint Link (C~lL) ~l 1 I ~ 0 1 1 I 
L..r-40 

bIt is complemented. N and Z are not affect.eo. • 

~. Return (RTN} [1 1 1 ", 1 I 1 1 ~ 4 3 
The 'I\7o'rd at the addre 58 \I\rhich is t\rVO Ie S8 ti.l.an the contents of X'' 
replaces the pro~rram counter. The contents of the X-register are 
then decremented by two. This instruction is'the return for JSR. 

IT. Return from Interrupt (RTI) [ ~ 1 1 ~ I ~ 1 0 ~J 

The program. counter is replaced by the word in the address thr~e 
less than the contents of X. The status. register bits 15-8 are 
replaced by the byte at the address one less than the contents of X. 
TheYX~regisfer is then decremented by three. This instruction is the 
~eturn for EXC and·a1so is the last instruction in each interrupt 
handling routine. 

VI. Conditional Jumo Instruction GrauE 

Lr~ 1 ~~~ ~---~oJ 
The C field is associated with the-possible condit~ons of the L, 
Nand Z codes. If the specified condition is. met,' the off:set P is 
added as a titlO'S complement 'number to the program counter. This 
provides a range of (-200, +177) relative to .the current program 
counter. If the condition is not met, the next instructi.on is 
executed. The condition codes themselves are:·not affec·ted. 

I 

The mnemonics, C field and the conditions tes\lted are I 

C mnemonic' me-a.ning condition 

04 
14 
02 
16 
06 
12 
01 
11 

JEQ 
JNE 
JLT 
JG:' 
JLE 
JGE 
JLS 
JLR 

jump 
jump 
jump 
jump 
jump 
jump 
jump 
jump 

on equal 
on not equal 
on less than 
on greater than 

I 

on less than or eqrial 
on greater or equal 
on link set ! 

on link reset 

VII. Add to Register Group 

A. Ada to H0 (A!{0')1 ~l 0 1 0 ~~ 

z 
not Z 
N ~. 

'I 
not Nand 
N ibr Z 
not N 
L/ 
not L 

I 

P 

not Z 

, P' is ·treatedas an 8-bit tlf·rot s corcrplement number and added to the 

'1\ 
C;I'~ -; 
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." 

contents of M¢. L is complemented if the operation causes a carry 
out of bit z.ero of the adder. N is set to the high order bit of the." 
result. Z is set to one (zero) if the result is zero (non-zero)~· 

B. Add to Ml (AMI) 11 1 a 1 a a 1 a !~ 
15 8 

p 

P is treated as an 8-bit two's complement number and added to MI. L 
is complemented if the operation causes a carry out of bit zero.of the 
adder. N is set to the high order bit of the result. Z is set to 
one (zero) if the resrilt is zero (non-zero). 

C. Add to X-Register (ATX) V 1 a 1" a 1." 0 0 r-. -~-.. --'-P-·'~---'--I 
. . 5 S 7 . ----~'-O· 

P is treated as an' 8-bit t~.vo's complement number and added to X. L 
is complemented if the operation causes a carry out of bit zero of the 
adder. N is -set to the high order bit of the result. Z is set to ' 
one (zero) -if the result is zero (non-zero). 

p D. .Add to ,Y-Register (ATY) 11 1 a 1 1 1 a aT 
IS 8~---------------

P is treated as an 8-bit two"s complement number and added to Y. II 
i,s complemented if the operation causes a carry out of bit zero of the 
adder. N is set to the high order bit of the result. Z is set to 
one (zero) if the result is zero(non-zero). 

/.' 

A~ External Control (EXC) I, 

~-·-----C··"""'·=-"""'·"""""-----· - .. ---,----~'.,;;-.~ , .. ,'. ---, 
2~·~-~-·~ 1~·]:,-~i6--J:5-_o>.~E:~':..I C~ ____ .gl~. __ -_- . .r.TJ.t1-c:!.!S~~1-····--.0-J 

. , I 

1. Interrupt of Processoz I I 
, I 

rrhis instruction causes the processor to "interrupt itself" - that is, 
respond as if the interrupt had occurred from an exte:rnal device. It 
occurs if the contents of.DEVICB are zero. The program counter is' 
stored in the location specified by the contents of the X-register. 
The s-tatus byte is stored in the location which is tNO greater than 
the contents of the X-r~gister. The X-register itself is incremented 
by three. 
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~he processor resumes operation ·as determined by a three byte "status 
block" vlhich begins at the addr,ess with bits 15-8 zero and bits 7-0 
FUNCTION. The first two bytes of the status block replace the program 
cOunter and the third by·te. becomes thenetv. status byt·e. 

2. Halt 

If DEVICE is (377)8, the system stops. Condition codes. are not 
affected. 

3, Input/Output Control 

If DEVICE refers to an input/output device the operation of the 
in~truction is determined by the device. 

4. Extended Arithmetic References 

.' 

If the referenced device is an extended arithmetic uni~, that unit 
performs the appropriate operation and returns control.! The instruction 

J format is determined by the referenced unit. . I 

5 , Tra.I2 

If DEVICE specifi~s a non~exis·tant unit, and if the "time-out" option 
is installed, the effect is the same as an external control instruction 
with DEVICE and FUNCTION zero. This is used to) simulate unimplemented 
extended operation codes by software or firffiitlar~ programs. The 
contents of the word at location zero must be the sta~ting address of 
a software trap handler. 

B • 

. The EXS instruction functions the same as an EXC (external control) 
with a.FUNCTION of zero~ 


